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Digital Reptile Incubator

: The greatest life creation with superb technique.
MAIN FUNCTIONS
I> Incubation exclusively for practical reptile with a streamline concept of egg shape.
I> Automatic temperature control and setting function.

I> Indicate several kinds of information with FND that visibility is excellent.
I> Artificial intelligence automatically controlling its adjustment period according to the
exterior environment of incubator.

I> Reliability improvement by the 3rd generation temperature and humidity sensor of
Swiss Sensirion Company.
I> Clean and transparent large view window.

I> Electronic control unit one touch removal method for providing cleaning convenience.

* Container tray & Mesh divider

I> Variable air control lever that can adjust incubator air content.
I> Container tray of chamber organ that prevents egg from being dried and that individual management is possible.
I> Daily temperature range setting function(D.T.G)

* Daily temperature range function means as follows

It is a function artificially making the highest time zone of temperature by sun at the natural condition, and it is a function that can raise the incubation
success rate of reptile by the optimal incubation environment by raising temperature at the fixed time zone.

EASY FUNCTIONS
I> Centigrade and Fahrenheit changing function.
I> Alarm(buzzer) and indication function informing abnormal temperature and humidity(high and low temperature/high and low humidity) for rapid
exterior temperature change.

I> Incubation Data memory function due to power failure and power failure alarm notification display function.

I> Formation structure that the water drops(Drew Condensation) being formed on the view window don't flow out to the outside of incubator.

I> Rotary Heater Support that that can adjust tension of heater conveniently.

I> A sanitary instrument mechanism inhibiting double heat insulated structure and
bacteria reproduction by combination of Bottom and container tray through an
innovative technology that can minimize parasitic bacteria by disusing interior materials.

